The carbohydrate-insulin model of obesity postulates that diets high in carbohydrate result in elevated insulin secretion thereby trapping fat inside adipocytes, decreasing the availability of circulating fuels, and generating a state of "internal starvation" in non-adipose tissues that signals to the brain to suppress energy expenditure and increase hunger [1, 2] . Therefore, isocaloric replacement of dietary carbohydrates with dietary fat should result in decreased insulin secretion, increased circulating fuels, and increased energy expenditure if the carbohydrateinsulin model is valid.
Background
The carbohydrate-insulin model of obesity postulates that diets high in carbohydrate result in elevated insulin secretion thereby trapping fat inside adipocytes, decreasing the availability of circulating fuels, and generating a state of "internal starvation" in non-adipose tissues that signals to the brain to suppress energy expenditure and increase hunger [1, 2] . Therefore, isocaloric replacement of dietary carbohydrates with dietary fat should result in decreased insulin secretion, increased circulating fuels, and increased energy expenditure if the carbohydrateinsulin model is valid.
To investigate this possibility, we recently conducted a metabolic ward study of a relatively homogeneous group of 17 men with overweight or class 1 obesity to measure changes in daily energy expenditure as subjects transitioned from four weeks of consuming a high-carbohydrate, high-sugar, baseline diet (BD) to an isocaloric very low-carbohydrate, ketogenic diet (KD) with equal protein for a subsequent four-week period [3] . Subjects spent two consecutive days each week residing in respiratory chambers and the pre-specified primary aim of the study was to measure differences in daily energy expenditure on the final pair of chamber days during each diet period. The study was powered to detect a 150 kcal/d difference in this primary outcome which was pre-specified in the pre-registered clinical study protocol as the minimum effect size that would be deemed physiologically significant [3] .
We found no significant difference in daily energy expenditure between the diet periods, with (mean ± SD) 2650 ± 356 kcal/d during the KD versus 2617 ± 395 kcal/d during the BD (p = 0.21) as measured on the final pair of chamber days on each diet in all 17 subjects [4] . Nevertheless, using a repeated measures analysis of all chamber data during the isocaloric diets resulted in a significant increase in chamber energy expenditure that appeared to transiently increase by~100 kcal/d upon induction of the KD followed by a subsequent waning over time despite rapid and substantial changes in daily insulin secretion, ketosis, and respiratory quotient (RQ) that stabilized within the first week of the KD and persisted throughout the study [5] .
The subjects consumed, on average, slightly more energy than they expended during the respiratory chamber days and they completed 90 minutes of mandatory daily exercise at a fixed wattage on cycle ergometers in an attempt to stabilize physical activity expenditure between chamber and non-chamber days. However, on average, the subjects lost body weight and body fat suggesting that non-chamber energy expenditure was greater than the energy expended inside the respiratory chambers. This inference was supported by actigraphy data indicating increased non-chamber physical activity [5] . 
Doubly labelled water measurements
The doubly labeled water (DLW) method provides an indirect estimate of the daily average rate of daily CO 2 production. Calculating energy expenditure requires an estimate of the corresponding daily average RQ which is the ratio of the CO 2 produced to O 2 consumed. RQ is strongly influenced by diet composition, level of physical activity, and the overall state of energy balance [6] .
We originally reported exploratory DLW measurements that indicated a significant~150 kcal/d increase in total energy expenditure during the KD as compared to the BD [5] . However, our original DLW calculations used the RQ values measured during the chamber stays which did not account for the differences in energy balance between non-chamber and chamber days. Recently, we published equations to appropriately adjust the RQ values to be used in DLW calculations to account for these differences in energy balance [7] . We found that the revised DLW calculations using the adjusted RQ values resulted in no statistically significant differences in daily energy expenditure during the KD versus the BD periods and these updated DLW results were more consistent with other measures [7] .
Secondary analysis by Friedman and Appel
A secondary analysis of our study was the subject of a new publication in PLoS ONE [8] by Mark Friedman and Scott Appel focusing on differences in non-chamber energy expenditure between the diet periods. Non-chamber energy expenditure was determined using the originally reported DLW expenditure values after accounting for the energy expended during the days spent in respiratory chambers [5] . Friedman and Appel reported an apparent~200-300 kcal/d increase in non-chamber expenditure during the KD as compared to the BD despite no corroborating increases in non-chamber physical activity as measured by actigraphy.
Unfortunately, when Friedman and Appel examined differences between non-chamber and chamber days they failed to adjust the DLW calculations to account for the RQ differences during the non-chamber days as fully described in our recent publication [7] . Rather, Friedman and Appel referred to these well-known effects of energy imbalance on RQ as "hypothetical" and their neglect to appropriately adjust RQ led them to overestimate the differences between non-chamber energy expenditure during the KD versus BD periods.
Indeed, appropriate energy imbalance adjustments of non-chamber RQ resulted in no statistically significant differences in non-chamber energy expenditure between the diet periods, with values of 3395 ± 766 kcal/d during the KD versus 3209 ± 642 kcal/d during the BD (p = 0.15) using data from all 17 subjects (see Supporting Information). Nevertheless, despite the lack of statistical significance, a nominal 185± 508 kcal/d increase in non-chamber energy expenditure during the KD calculated using the appropriately adjusted RQ values could be physiologically important. But to what extent is this apparent difference driven by DLW outliers whose data were incompatible with the physical law of energy conservation?
Outlier detection by quantifying energy discrepancies
We previously identified two DLW outliers, subjects 04-006 and 04-012, by demonstrating that these subjects exhibited slight gains in weight or body fat despite large apparent negative energy imbalances during the KD as measured by differences between energy intake and RQadjusted DLW expenditure of -1741 kcal/d and -821 kcal/d, respectively [7] . The very high DLW expenditure values in these subjects were not corroborated by similarly high expenditure values measured by respiratory chamber or high physical activity measurements via actigraphy [7] . Removing these two outliers reduced the magnitude of the increase in non-chamber energy expenditure between KD and BD periods to only 59± 354 kcal/d (p = 0.53) when the DLW measurements were adjusted for the non-chamber RQ [7] .
Friedman and Appel criticized our DLW outlier identification procedure as being post-hoc and noted that the body weight and composition measurements supporting our analyses of the two outlier subjects were conducted on the dates of the dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) procedure that deviated by one or two days from the beginning and end of the 14-day DLW measurement periods [8] . Friedman and Appel noted that the pair of daily body weight measurements at the beginning and end of the DLW period in these two outlier subjects indicated slight weight losses rather than the weight gains we reported between the DXA measurements. But these apparent weight losses were merely fluctuations (likely due to body fluid shifts) and did not represent the overall trend determined using all daily body weight measurements during the DLW period. Therefore, we calculated the best-fit linear slopes of daily body weight versus time during the DLW periods which resulted in positive values for both of the outlier subjects indicating states of slight overall weight gain during the KD period as we originally reported.
Friedman and Appel noted that five other subjects had weight changes whose direction appeared to be opposite to that expected from the calculated energy imbalance between intake and expenditure calculated using DLW data unadjusted for non-chamber RQ [8] . However, the average magnitude of energy imbalance in these subjects was less than 17% of the average energy imbalance of the two outliers we previously identified [7] and likely within the precision of the individual measurements. For example, the precision of the DLW method is~8-15% [9] We recently published a method for systematically quantifying the amount of unaccounted energy in individual subjects to detect and eliminate outliers whose data are incompatible with the physical law of energy conservation [10] . Our method requires estimating each subject's rate of change in stored body energy which was calculated as the best fit linear rate of weight change (in kg/d) from the daily body weight measurements during the DLW period multiplied by the energy density of 5725 kcal/kg calculated from the DXA measurements during the final 2 weeks of the KD. The energy discrepancy of each subject was then calculated as energy intake minus DLW expenditure (adjusted for non-chamber RQ) minus the rate of change in body energy stores. Detailed calculations are provided in the Supporting Information. Fig 1 plots the mean non-chamber energy expenditure differences between KD and BD periods (adjusted for non-chamber RQ) as a function of the mean energy discrepancy during the KD as subjects were sequentially removed based on the magnitude of their energy discrepancy. The left-most data point in Fig 1 includes all 17 subjects and the mean energy discrepancy was about -270 kcal/d. The original two outliers, subjects 04-006 and 04-012, had the largest magnitude energy discrepancies of -1778 kcal/d and -984 kcal/d, respectively. Sequentially removing subjects with the greatest magnitudes of energy discrepancy during the KD resulted in a progressive decline in the mean difference in non-chamber energy expenditure between diet periods (r = -0.98; p = 0.0008). (Note some energy discrepancies in individual subject data are expected based on the limited precision of the measurements.) Therefore, the potentially physiologically important differences in non-chamber energy expenditure between diet periods were driven by outliers whose data were incommensurate with the law of energy conservation. Furthermore, non-chamber energy expenditure differences between KD and BD periods were not statistically significant independent of the number of outliers sequentially removed based on their magnitude of energy discrepancy.
Conclusion
Friedman and Appel's secondary analysis failed to account for RQ differences between chamber and non-chamber days and therefore resulted in the erroneous conclusion that non-chamber energy expenditure was significantly increased during the KD period. Methods to appropriately adjust the RQ values used in DLW calculations were previously published [7] and implementing those adjustments resulted in no significant differences in non-chamber energy expenditure between the diet periods. After removing two clear DLW outliers whose data violated the physical law of energy conservation, the difference in non-chamber energy expenditure between the diet periods was quantitatively small (<60 kcal/d) and not statistically significant. Furthermore, the DLW energy expenditure values adjusted for non-chamber RQ were in agreement with measurements of body weight, composition, physical activity, and respiratory chamber expenditure.
In contrast, Friedman and Appel's DLW calculations that failed to appropriately account for non-chamber RQ resulted in apparent increases in non-chamber expenditure during the KD that were uncorroborated by other measurements. The mechanisms proposed by Friedman and Appel for such apparent non-chamber energy expenditure differences between diet periods are somewhat mysterious. For example, non-chamber muscular work efficiency was suggested to have decreased during the KD period thereby resulting in increased non-chamber physical activity expenditure, but this hypothesis is not supported by the similar efficiency of fixed-wattage cycling exercise between the diet periods [5] and actigraphy measurements indicated either a decrease or no significant differences in non-chamber physical activity between KD and BD periods [8] . Friedman and Appel also suggested that the energy-requiring process of gluconeogenesis may have been responsible for increased non-chamber expenditure during the KD. However, it is unclear why non-chamber days would require additional gluconeogenesis as compared to chamber days. Furthermore, any such increase in non-chamber gluconeogenesis could not possibly amount to the~120-180 g/d calculated to be required to explain Friedman and Appel's reported~200-300 kcal/d differences [11] in non-chamber energy expenditure during the KD as compared to the BD periods.
In conclusion, the mysterious apparent increase in non-chamber expenditure that Friedman and Appel claim supports the carbohydrate-insulin model is more likely explained by methodological flaws in their DLW calculations that resulted in overestimating the difference in non-chamber expenditure between KD and BD periods.
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